DISTRICT 23 BILLINGHAM LTD.

CHILD’S REGISTRATION FORM
SECTION 1 OF 2
THIS SECTION IS TO BE COMPLETED BY, OR WITH, EACH CHILD (Players under 16 years of age)

WHEN’S YOUR BIRTHDAY?:………………/…………………/………………….

WHAT’S YOUR FIRST NAME?:…………………………………………………………………….

WHAT’S YOUR SECOND NAME?:………………………………………………………………..

WHAT’S YOUR PARENT/ GUARDIAN’S FULL NAME?:
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

PLEASE DOUBLE CHECK ALL INFORMATION AND PASS ON
TO YOUR PARENT/ GUARDIAN TO COMPLETE SECTION 2.

DISTRICT 23 BILLINGHAM LTD. LEELHOLME RD, BILLINGHAM TS23 3TA.
info@district23.co.uk

07988 89 36 42
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DISTRICT SECTION
23 BILLINGHAM
LTD.
THIS SECTION IS TO BE COMPLETED BY THE PARENT/ GUARDIAN

CHILD’S REGISTRATION FORM

Please read and complete the following on behalf of your child:

I, ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….…
(Parent/ guardian’s Name)
Allow my child, ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

(Child’s Name)

to participate in the paintball event entirely at their own risk. I recognise that there are hazards throughout the entire centre including the car park, offices, safe
zone and game zone areas. These include, but are not limited to; window frames, sharp objects, holes, trip hazards, slip hazards, game structures, buildings,
barricades, raised platforms, vehicles, stairs, walkways and stray shots. I understand that pellets can bruise or break the skin. I confirm that the operators shall
not be liable for any loss or damage, cost or expenses arising from my child’s attendance which was not reasonably foreseeable by the operator on the date of
attendance at the centre, except in the respect of death or personal injury resulting from any act or omission on the part of the operator. I acknowledge that the
recommended footwear for my child is a boot with ankle support and deep tread/rubber soles. I recognise that if my child is not wearing the recommended
footwear they are participating at a significantly higher risk of injury. I recognise that if my child is not wearing the recommended footwear and they participate
in the activity then I will accept that I have made a personal decision to ignore the warnings issued by the operator and any subsequent injury or loss from a slip,
trip or fall will be caused by my failure to take notice of the warnings. An accident book is available and any injury to a participant must be notified to the
operator, recorded in it and signed by the injured person or their representative. I understand that vehicles are parked at the owner's risk. I acknowledge that all
jewellery should be removed from my child before playing as it may become entangled or cause injury during the event. I understand that any paintballs or
other types of pellets purchased during the day become the player’s responsibility from the time of purchase; the organisers shall not be responsible for
replacing any paintballs or other types of pellets that might become lost, stolen or accidentally broken. I confirm and agree my child will never deliberately shoot
anyone in the face or head or from a distance of less than three metres, that my child will wear goggles and not remove them in the playing area, and that they
will obey all reasonable requests of the centre's marshalling personnel. It is the responsibility of the player to ensure that the goggles with which they shall be
issued fit properly and that the straps are adjusted to hold the goggles tightly against the player’s face to prevent them from slipping when in use. If in any doubt
about how to adjust the goggles, the child will immediately seek advice from a member of the marshalling staff. Under no circumstances will my child participate
in any part of the events if their goggles are not, at all times, held firmly against their face. If my child lifts or removes their goggles for any reason whatsoever in
the game zones, they will be excluded from participating in the activity for the remainder of the day and that no refund will be given nor any excuse accepted.
From time-to-time the paintball centre and/or it's players will take photos and/or videos on site and/or keep various documentary records of the proceedings. I
agree to allow any such pictures/videos that may include my child in them to be reproduced by such players and/or the paintball centre in all and any media
together with commentary about the event that may or may not include such details as the date and location of the event, the names of some or all of the
players, the scores/results of any games and various associated comments. In signing this registration form. I accept that the division of guests into teams is at
the discretion of the centre manager, who will take my wishes and those of my child, into consideration, but will make the final decision using his/her own
discretion (i.e. a player may not be able to play against their chosen opponents, and their party may be required to split in two and play against each other, or
against another team). I accept that paintballs are sold in units of approximate quantity only. These measures are not exact; any reference to a price per ball is
an approximation only. Any shortfall should be reported to the centre manager immediately, any excess is for the player to enjoy. Only paintballs supplied by
this establishment, on the day of the visit, may be used at the centre.
I confirm that I believe my child to be physically fit and able to participate in the game and recognise that the game may require a high level of exertion. Please
declare to the centre manager, any illness such as asthma, heart disease etc. as they may be aggravated by playing paintball or other physical activities.

SIGNATURE:…………………………………………………………………………………..........................................

DATE:………………/…………………/………………….

MOBILE NO.:…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
EMAIL:…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
ADDRESS:………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..
POSTCODE:……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
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